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INCLUDING: 

DAYTONA USA 

NBA 2K1 

PAPER MARIO 

CRASH BASH • 

MEGA MAN X5 

DRAGON - 
WARRIOR VII 

SILENT HILL 2 

GRAN TURISMO 3 

REVIEWS 
INCLUDING: > 
ZELDA: 
MAJORA’S MASK 

FINAL FANTASY IX 

POKEMON 
PUZZLE LEAGUE 

NFL 2K1 

NHL 2001 

CASTLEVANIA 
FOR DREAMCAST: TOU RNAME NT NUMBER 137 

THE PC GAME OF THE YEAR 
HITS THE PS2 AND SEGANET 
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F355 CHALLENGE LEADS THE RACE 
FOR THE [MOST] REALISTIC DRIVING SIMULATION EVER... TRULY SOME GIFT FROM THE GODS’ 

‘This is certainly one of the most incredible-looking racing games , 

“Visually, this is nothing short of amazing’ 

Available now only on Sega Dreamcast' 



You see yourself 
as a great warrior... 

Your opponents see 
you as spare parts. 



Rock ’Em Sock ’Em” Robots Arena gives you 
the power to rip off your opponent's body 
parts and attach them to yourself. Turn your 
enemy into rubbish with their own weapons. Or 
save the parts you collect for future victims. 
The more you win, the more powerful you 
become. You're not just competing for pride 
and honor, you're fighting for limbs. 
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But Mickey and his friends -player 
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www.u571.com 

for your chance to win 

thousands of prizes. 







EQM@ziftdavis.com 





□ Boston 

A $600, 105-DECIBEL 

DOLBY® DIGITAL SYSTEM FOR THE 

PLAYSTATION®2 SOUNDS LIKE OVERKILL 

COOL. 









Press Start The Honest Gaming News on the Planet 

TokyoSnoozer 



TGS Scrapbook 

Final Fai Wonderswan 



SegaNet: All Systems Go 
Does Sega’s gaming network really workP The Review Crew—and you—speak 

Electronic Gaming Monthly - 



I was skeptical about playing NFL 2K1 

reassuredj>y Sega, I still thought it’d be 

although not perfect. Almost every 

iarriM^£*fyour garTl&S&LSiBil!fcen^ 
your opponent quits ufahijounced l 
hate that. You.can’t eve^yefl^p|em. 

as a regular two-player match. Re 

Rave's dicin': -CMr: ,‘is quicklv ^ d'.ev 

keyboard though. Talking smack during 
a game is half the fun. Just don’t ask 

a big serving of PS2 pie, but Sega’s 
—:— -|J significantly 

—» -    -— . U.S^Pl^|Mioor Canada ^ifettrial 
f°^ wh^^^aju^FL 2JC1 .pr./the 

to get on. you get $150 back to sign up 

finally the killer app Sega needs to sell 

Now It's Your Turn... 
Enough of our jibber-jabber. Here's what IBM readers just like you are saying about SegaNet... 

I go into my little hole of a room and 
try out NFL 2K1 for the first time. I connect with AT&T Worldnet, which I Wow—I knew NFL 2K1 was going to be 

huge online, but this fast? Leagues are 

local ISP, it may be too slow for NFL 
2K1! That’s the only ISP we hicks can 
get without dialing long distance! 

JUST WANNA PLAY! I think Sega is 

majority of the people want to use 
their own ISP because it’s cheaper or 
it’s not long distance. And what is it 

Patrick Halacy 

$21.95 a month for access. WHAT IS 
THIS?! I mean take a look at Blizzard’s 
Battle.net: It’s free, it works, it’s fun. 
. u ask for? If Sega 

slightly less responsive, and lag rarely 
ne, Sega will be raking it in. 

would fail. Bu _ 
the risk, I feel I’ll be rewarded. Or 
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PRESS 
START 

Slamma IAMMA 
Gun and music games rule at Japan s big arcade show 







MURDER AND MAYHEM INTERRUPTED 
BY FREQUENT DRESSING AND UNDRESSING. 
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Death has ffdver been 





WALLACE IS GETTING CHUBBY 

CREATE PERSONAL TRAINER BOT 









FOR FREEDOM! 

STOP THE INVASION! 
Storm through 15+ enormous missions over land, sea and space 

as your freedom fighters rally to drive back the droid arm! 

The people of Naboo are dying. You must do 
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SPREAD THE WORD worjcpcom AOL KEYWORD: EBWORLD 

WWW.EBWORLD.COM 



/.EBWORLD.COM 
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Il'l/iIl operation e TREME 
Now's your chance to save the world from the evil Dr. X! As Action Man™, you'll spy, fly, 
drive and dive your way through 6 deadly domains - from Professor Gangrene's desert lab to 
Dr. X's frozen arctic fortress! Use state-of-the-art equipment and awesome vehicles like 
the tricked-out Silver Speeder! Action Man: Operation Extreme - it's where the 

THE GREATEST HERO OF THEM ALL! 
AVAILABLE FALL 2000 
www.hasbro-interactive.com | | 
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■ Includes 
Exclusive 

New 
MISSION! 

New weapons, characters and Intelligent characters and an intense 
effects designed to take advantage story create a unique action game 
of Dreamcast’s power. experience. 



“THE BEST 
FIRST-PERSON 

SHOOTER 
OF Ml miE...” 

fitial Sega Dreamiast Magazine 

Just another day at the office. Or so you thought...until your experiment blew up 
in your face. Now, with aliens coming through the walls and a military death squad 
killing everything in site, you’re scrambling to stay alive. Half-Life combines great 

storytelling with intense action and advanced technology to create what many 
consider to be the greatest action game experience of all time. 

Plus, herefor the first time is an entirely new Half-Life mission created exclusively 
for the Dreamcast - Blue Shift! In this huge new campaign, you take command of a 
security guard at the Black Mesa research facility and battle your way through the 

chaos of an alien invasion. 

r* Huge new mission, Half-Life: 
Blue Shift - designed just for 
the Dreamcast! 

Play the game that has won more 
than 50 Game of the Year awards 
from publications around the world. 

gearbox | y a L VEI Sega Dreamcast 







The Top 20 Best-Selling Games of August, 2000 

1- Madden NFL 2001 

6 GT^teractive 4 NEW 
7 Spec Ops 
I Take 2 Interactive 4> 13 
0 Pokemon Red 

1 11 
Q NCAA Football 2001 4. NEW 
ij.ij WWFSmackDown! 4. 13 

1^ Pokemon Trading Card Game m 
12 Pokemon Blue 

D 
IjJ World Series Baseball 2K1 

#| 

Super Mario Bros. Deluxe m 
1C Gran Turismo 2 
Itl SonyCEA 4. 
*|0 DigimonWorld 4. 
■J7 Tekken 3 4» 
■|0 Tenchu 2: Birth of the Assassins 4. 
■|0 Perfect Dark m 
2Q Tong Hawks Pro Skater 

*1 Dragon Quest VII 4 
2 Sakura Taisen Z 

0 Pokemon de Panepon 
1 

4 “I”I”5 2 4 
Ij Gensou Suikoden Vol. 1: Harmonia 4 
0 ProBascbalAtlheBidoflheCenluy ;= rs 

7 World Soccer Jikkyo Winning Eleven 4 
0 Koro Koto Kirby 

1 
0 Tottoko Hamtarou 

1 

105“ 1 S-TE=! 





Crash & Bash 
your way through 

eight hazard-filled 
environments 

Supercharge 
your vehicle 

with a turbo injection 
of high-speed energy 

bumper cars 
th split-screen 
head-to-head racing 

Smoke 
your opponent 

in Battle Mode. 
One of five hair-raising 

modes of play 

Tyco‘ R/C Speed Wrench 
vehicle also available. 
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When you're tired of playing games. 

[77PWAE ~Only6n\fHSan5 DVD. 

, 



Born of different Torlds, 

together by fate, each shall 

to face their destiny. 



"The level of detail paid to every single moment, 
circumstance anciL efivironment is overwhelming! 

Official Dreamcast Magazine 

.undeniably the: prettiest role-playlttg game 
a console." 

www.dailyradar.com 

SGrandia II is easily the : 
f generation EPG we'v 
I \ epic for a next-c 

: most impressive next- 
ve seen, and the first true RPC 
-generation Console." 

Took at what is surely the best-looking' 
-on a next-generation.console..." 
Gamer's Republic Online 

to give sub-par developers a lesson in how, to do. a DC 
' RPG right." 

GameFan Magazine 

"Any RPG fan w0ui4.be insane to miss out on-this fantastic ' 
gameplay experience and it could go far ifi'convdjting those 

Who previously rode the. RPG fence." ~ 
GamerWeb.com 

"If you want your copy of Grandia 2 this holiday season, 
don’t expect Santa-’s little elves to make you a special copy, 
pre-order it noW or you may not getit until late January." 

www.GA-Console.com 

Critically acclaimed and over 2 years 
in the making, Grandia™ II 

arrives December 2000. 

...this will indeed be the first e;pic RPG on Dreamcast." 
www.ign.com 
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that determines some of the in-game dynamics. For 
example, selecting the SNK groove gives the player 
access to "desperation attacks" (as in KoF) which 
allow a Super move to be performed repeatedly 
when the fighter's life meter is near depletion. In the 
Capcom groove, Super moves are governed by a 
three-level gauge (as in Alpha 3), and each usage 

Stick to This 

Shady Characters 

i- 

pi \ 
Capcom’s. Maxii 

CAPCOM SNK 







PREVIEW 
GALLERY 





PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

One of the first fishing games ever was Activision’s 
1980 hit Fishing Derby. While great for its time, 



PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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SMUGGLER'S RUN 
Levels are over 5 square miles, each with a "drive anywhere" environment filled with other 
smugglers and law enforcement officials. 

Choose from 35 different vehicles, each with unique modifications and strengths. 

Compete head-to-head or run "pick up and deliver" missions against Al opponents or 
in full multiplayer mode. 

Maneuver your way through arid desert, icy tundra, or rocky mountain forest. 

Real Time Damage Models allow you to watch the parts fly as you pay the price for 
punishing collisions! 



PREVIEW 
GALLERY 



TWO WORDS 







PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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Take it to the Extreme! Modify then race one of eight 
customizable cars through some of the toughest tracks! 
Transform your vehicle to handle the terrain. But to win, you 
need fire power. Pick up machine guns and missile launchers 
to knock your opponents out! Because in this game, the best 
way to win is to make sure the other guys don't finish at all! 



REVIEW 







Surfing H30 

rather difficult but visually gratifying garne here in December. You’ll be 
judged on your skills, including jumps, tlibing and picking up bonuses, 

New boards, characters and contests are motivation for completing the 
game. The wacky story is just something you’ll have to see to believe. 
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Warriors of Carrier: The Next Mutation 
Might and Magic 
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THERE S SOMETHINGGOING DOWN ON 11101110 . AN INTERNATIONAL MOB WAR HAS 

AT THE OFFICE FDR ONE COP. ONI COP 
El FEATURING SOLOMON CAINE, JERICHO and TOBIAS JONES. 
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Dragon Warrior VII 



Dragon Warrior plays essentially like the first. You 
walk around, converse with townsfolk, buy 
equipment, and fight in random turned-based 2D 
battles against completely non-moving (except when 
they attack) enemies. 

Dragon Warrior Vll’s emphasis on “classic 
gameplay” over modern visuals shouldn’t really hurt 
its appeal though, at least not with RPG fans. The 
story line, while not exactly Hollywood-movie 
caliber, is still compelling enough to keep gamers 
interested, even without the help of CG movies 
appearing every few hours. In this latest chapter you 
play a young man who lives on a quiet, monster-free 
island named Esterd. As far as most of the 
inhabitants of Esterd are concerned, their small land 
is the only one that exists in the world, a perception 
you share until you find a piece of a map that hints 
of another continent. An adventure begins, in which 
you discover and explore new islands, meanwhile 

that is taking over their lands. 
The way you find these new areas is similar to the 

“Landmake” system in Square’s action/RPG, Legend 
of Mana—they don’t exist until you “discover” them. 
But unlike Mana, where you uncovered new areas 
after completing tasks, in DW VII you must find 
pieces of tablets which, when assembled together, 
form the image of a map, magically whisking you 
back in time to a new land. After you defeat the evil 
there, this new area is “unsealed” and you can visit 
it again when you return to your present Itime. This 
whole time-travel scenario is a great confcept; it’s 
cool to return to the continents you saved and see 
how they’ve changed. 

Even though it has strong gameplay one still has to 

“old-school” look and feel, will do over here. The 
Japanese are heavily enjoying the fact Enix went a 
bit overboard in keeping the game’s classic heritage 
(even the traditional 8-Bit sound effects have been 
preserved), as surely will American fans of the first 
games, but what about gamers who were weaned 
on the latest Final Fantasy titles-those who think 
RPGs should be cinematic events? 
As of this writing Dragon Warrior VII, with only 

three weeks on Japanese store shelves, has already 
sold 3.4 million copies. That’s nearly a million more 
units than Final Fantasy IX has moved since its 
release in Japan, despite coming out over a month 
earlier. For any game to outsell a Final Fantasy title 
is impressive, but DW Vll’s performance didn’t really 

love this series. So much, in fact, there was actually 
a law passed in Japan years ago forbidding any 
Dragon Warrior game (titled Dragon Quest there) to 
come out on a weekday, because too many children 
were cutting school. And while Dragon Warrior VII 
surely won’t get the same kind of response when it’s 
released here next year (not even close), there’s 
little doubt that this game will still be embraced by 
those who love RPGs as long as they don’t mind 
gameplay over graphics. ^ 
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PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

THQ’s second run at motocross greatness is already showing more spunk than the original. The tracks are wider, more dynamic and-for the most 
part-devoid of momentum-killing hairpin turns. Control, while not realistic, complements the arcade themes by encouraging sustained power-slides 
and extensive mid-air mobility. Strangely enough, the riders never take their feet off the pegs (it looks a little weird). Other than that, both the bikes 
and riders animate well. National Champion Ricky Carmichael is joined by 28 pros from 125CC, 250CC and the freestyle ranks. This year they ride their 
real bikes. Well, not all of them; the featured machines are Suzuki, Kawasaki and KTM. That’s not bad considering how many games are fighting for 
bike licenses. Even at this early stage of development, this November release title is looking and playing better than most in its genre. 





mmsmmmam 
Yeah, we know this isn’t really the PS2 section of the magazine, but 
when we got the first shots of Twisted Metal Black on the last day 
of deadline, we just had to find a spot to squeeze ’em in. Enjoy! 

PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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CHARTER FIS 
PH: 555-26; 
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WINTER X GAMES 
SNOWBOARDING 4 
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We'll get the really important news-at least for you fragfreaks weaned on 
PC first-person shooters—outta the way first: Yes, both the DC and PS2 ver- 

you’re really hardcore, slap in your 
DC keyboard to complete the as- 
played-on-PC experience. (Secret 

On PS2, you have about a bazillion 
more mouse and keyboard options. Epic has included full support 

for those two little USB ports tucked into the front of your PS2, so you can 
stick in any USB keyboard and three-button mouse that tickles your fancy 
(and note that you don’t really even need a keyboard, since the joypad has 

with a Microsoft or Logitech USB mouse. They’re not too pricey (we dropped 

A 
(unless you buy a USB hub and connect more mice— 
the game supports up to four USB devices). 

Of course. Epic doesn’t expect alt PS2 and DC own- 
ers to clear off their coffee tables for the bulky 
mouse/keyboard combo. After all, the good ol’ joy* 
pad is still the main way most console gamers like to 
play their games. “We looked at a lot of the groundwork 
that GoldenEye, Perfect Dark and even Turok had laid for joypad control in 
first-person shooters,” says lead designer Cliff Bleszinski. “I’m not going to 
lie—we borrowed heavily from their previous work, but we added some of 
our own touches." Namely, Epic has included a target-lock function. Press 

the right analog-stick button on your Dual 
Shock and your view will zip toward the nearest 

j enemy. At the easiest difficulty, this feature is 
I extremely accurate-nearly to the point where 
! “you can run through the game with one hand 
I and just blow crap up and have a good time,” 

th the PS2 and DC versions will also feature a tad of auto-aim a 
■—just like in Perfect Dark, when Joanna automatically places h 
on nearby baddies—for players using the joypad (this feature i 
I when you use a mouse). Unfortunately, the handy quick-turn< 
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THE HIGHWAY TO HELL NOW ONLINE 







"Surprisingly few 

sacrifices tiaue been made 

Resident Euil • Game Boy Color 
Publisher: Capcom 
Developer: HotGen 

What you nearly played: 
In fall 1999, Capcom decided to port some of its classic console/coin-op 

Alpha, 1942, Ghosts ‘n Goblins and...Resident Evil!? It sounded 

Why you’ll never play it: 
Street Fighter Alpha, 1942, and Ghosts ‘n Goblins were all released to 
varying degrees of success. But Resident Evil, initially slated for a 
January 2000 release, was pushed back to September of this year to 
give developers more time to work on it. By March, it was all over. 
Capcom of Japan felt that it didn’t do justice to the series, and 
summarily cancelled the game. Why? Perhaps the folks who posted this 

in tbe conuersion. Fit tbe 

moment we euen bane 

Resident Euil speech in tbe 

game. It will depend on 

time and space whether we 

pot more in there." 

anyone at Capcom sooner? A third grader could tell you that the 
tiny Game Boy Color simply isn’t able to replicate the immersive 

cojones to pull the plug on it. If only they’d done the same thing to 

: More Ml As., 
P Titan fl.E • PlayStation 
■ Don Bluth, who brought celanimation tc 
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iv. Sacred Pools • satum 

H TrfMVSTT#h1ootagrcrrea™eouxuiiijniiidnsm^traighrOTtD«toi I " 
PI WarriorPrlncess possibly go .v.rongJ.QnJtQft.^t, .Sa^ P«to tad C Rem™^ Saturday n 

the hands-down sexiest ad campaign o&6. “There was no noddy. | h^te^Mjg.c ^ncinV 

. originally known]. The set 
lllu , 11MW „_many long takes through 
spaceships, castles add [of course) sacred 

Shoes? Or how about that tjmele_... 

^h^^'^^l^w^coufdriTfind a shred of 
.despite repeated attempts 

Teliyg chefis ___ . 
strong, Godson, for Jhe.GIaved.Cme Jinosucka'“^to. 2 Leeit 2 Or jit” r__ __ ’ rer in the “2 Legit 2 Quit” video! 

defeated Michael Jackson once™ d for all. Ohhhh, oh 
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Werewolf: The Apocalypse • playstation, satum 

obviously attacked it with the c 
; Saved Against. Capcom was p i Chaotic-Evil cha 

If. David Silie 
I because it t 
ingedinto an 
Heart of Gaia 

at was that.” Any future developers brave er 
ong Mordekainen’s Trusty Curse-Cancelling [ 
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• ICE - SCORCH IN G S KAT1N G. TOP-.! 

' SHELF ROCKETS. AND THE INSANHY 

OF GLOAT-HAPPY REPLAYS. THINKS - 

YOU GOT'THAT KIN-DA GAME? 

BRING IT JF YOU GOT IT TO NHL" 

.2001. THE HOCKEY DYNASTY; FOR 

THIS CENTURY. NEXT CENTURY. 

AND THE CENTURY AFTER THAT 



set designed and n 
its and textures on the Egyptian. 
rack. Kiesel says that the track » 

■ car’s reflection in highly polished that you ca., -- -- „ 
“You'll definitely be missing the track generator as we 1 says Kiese 
“It gave you a lot more creative flexibility than most of the^games out 
there; Multiplayer racing and tag were also very addictive." 
Unfortunately, Looking Glass Studios (who also di 
series for PCs) went under. After brief talk of poss 

heiemflc Thief 

, . sd,[,e5 tnar aeveloDs a core anHipn/-o 

StoS1?- “teMsrtal Kombat Mythologies...), 
commercial ritemJK3lem<atlc Pr°duct,on and was a critical and 
franchfe! 7*" Wh°le 

bsites.witb.petitions and e-mai 





Resident Euil 1.5 • Playstation 
Publisher: Capcom 
Developer: Capcom 
What you nearly played: 
OK, so this aborted sequel to the original Resident Evil wasn’t really 
going to be called Resident Evil 1.5, but that’s how Capcom R&D now 
refers to the 70 percent-complete project. It packed a few features that 
eventually showed up in the final version of RE2, including rookie cop 
Leon Kennedy as one of the main characters. But instead of Claire 
Redfield, RE1.5 starred a spunky motocross racer named Elza Walker as 
the second protagonist. Set in and around the Raccoon City Police 
Department, the game’s steel and concrete environments were sterile 
and bright—not nearly as spooky as RE2’s less modern look. 

RE1.5 did feature a more elaborate costume-change system than the 
hidden-outfit extras of the revamped sequel. Leon and Elza could find 
and don new outfits, as well as items like bulletproof vests, that would 
change their appearance and offer extra protection or more inventory 
slots. The outfits would become tattered and blood-soaked as the duo 
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YOu defenB your family 

YOU defend your homeland. 

YOU DEFEND ALL THAT IS GOOD. 

BUT FIRST, YOU MUST DEFEND YOURSELF. 





1 Mr. 7 Mr. Takahiro is 

personally 

accountable for 

programmir 
code. If yoL 
your friends aren’t 
completely 
freaked out with 
fun, then he will 
be fired. This will 
dishonor his 
family, which he 
can restore only 
by taking his own 
life with a sword. 

(MIgtJSn /^Z7ZZ?o 
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Sonic Ktreme • satum 
Publisher: Sega 
Developer: Sega Technical Institute 

What you nearly played: 
Sonic Xtreme was to be a truly revolutionary game. It would feature 

freedom of movement in a totally three-dimensional environment. That 
represented a great leap forward for the high-speed hedgehog who 

and film clips looked extremely promising, but as every game fan 
should know by now, looks can be deceiving... 

Why you'll never play it: 

an ‘extreme’ hit, something to help gain back the shining success it had 
once commanded in the console market.” Major competition loomed on 

Super Mario 64, and Sony was about to unveil the immensely popular 
Crash Bandicoot franchise. Amidst all this, Sonic’s extremely 
momentous transition to 3D was handled by the Sega Technical 
Institute (STI), a division of the company located in Northern California 
that featured Japanese and American game developers. But STI was not 
the most fruitful of intercultural collaborations. “With the exception of 
the very successful Sonic Spinball and a portion of Sonic 2,” Senn tells 
us, “there was little or no working crossover between the two sides of 
STI.” Nevertheless, Senn says the American team was determined to 
create an Xtreme game. “We had some amazing talent mixing different 
skills and backgrounds,” he tells us, adding that they made strong 

inroads on a number of fronts. 
But the deck was stacked against Sonic Xtreme. “This was a very 

high-profile project, so you can imagine the extreme pressure we were 
under to deliver a topnotch product,” Senn says. Repeated team 
reshufflings, new arrivals and impromptu departures provided 
resistance at every turn. “We came up against so many roadblocks—it 
was as if someone was trying to tell us something,” says Senn. “I 
remember there was a push to promote the product long before we 
were ready to do so. In one case, we provided a magazine editor with a 
sneak preview of the game months before the intended release date. 
The two-part spotlight article managed to not only increase the market 

Then, after three years of extreme blood, sweat and tears, the project 
was cancelled. STI was dissolved shortly thereafter. In the end, the only 
Saturn Sonic titles were Sonic Jam (a repackaging of Sonics 1-3 and 

game Sonic R; and Sonic 3D Blast, an extreeeeemely slooooow 
search/adventure game that was just a port of a Genesis title and not 
even 3D, really (it had an overhead isometric view). Pity the poor 
Saturn—the black box was buried without ever sporting a true example 
of its flagship character in action. fa 

freak Boy .Nintendo64 

1 s&Ms-mmsr. 
y —Worried that the game.was too differen 

forth^A5 "t^ ^ev^opn^en, ,®am' andSh'just Wdn^ba^k dnd^forth^ SUggest'ons an(* 
the earn lLwas c°ntlnual|ydelayed and placed on hold for further■ 

■ „he gam? ™5 gradually pokedland prodded and tweaked so 
longer viable even if anyone was stiirivilfini to publish it 

ir further ‘improvement 
so much that it was no 
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Visit EGM's exhibit of gaming's most 

unusual gadgets, gizmos and doohicl 

each and every one of these things re 



u-Force 
controller 
Broderbund for NES, 





PlayStation 2 

srnrrrn/wm 

RbIbbse dat^: PlayStation 2 Launch 

.cnmfmidnightclub 





ie piano Keyboard 
Software Toolworks for NES, Super NES & Genesis, 1990 

This peripheral, which was originally developed for PCs and later expanded to include video 
game consoles, was actually a full-size piano keyboard. Similar to Mattel’s 1983 Music 

Synthesizer for the Intellivision, the Miracle Piano Keyboard taught gamers how to play the 
10 by mixing video games with solid instruction. The keyboard was a must for all who wanted 
to learn to play the piano. The only problem ups its steep, over $100 price made it almost as a r. 

unroller controller 
Roklan Corporation for Atari 2600,1982 



Rctivator 
Sega for Genesis, 1993 

f This octagon-shaped unit that sat on the 
floor was Sega’s answer to the U-Force 

Controller. However, while the U-Force simulated 
hand motions, the Activator simulated actions made by 
the player’s entire body. The unit consisted of eight 
modules that interlocked together, while the player stood 
within their center. When the Activator was activated, each 
of the eight modules sent infrared beams up toward the 
ceiling. By breaking any of these beams with his or her 
hand or foot or head, the player sent signals to the 
Genesis that were translated as button commands. The 
Activator was planned to be the nucleus of a virtual-reality 
system that Sega intended to market. Unfortunately, 

Sega shelved the Sega VR helmet, which left the 
Activator as a curiosity piece rather than the 

V groundbreaker it had been meant to be. 
At Bits of Activator technology survive 

At today in the Dreamcast’s 
v Maraca controllers. 

joqboard 
Amiga for Atari 2600,1983 

achieved the same results as if the joystick was pressed In that 
direction. Amiga designed a few games that allowed gamers to use 
body-English to play. None of these titles required the firing button, 

game that needed the fire button could be played. 
The Joyboard was packaged with Mogul Maniac, a skiing game. 

Roll & Rocker 
LJN for NES, 1989 



RAINBOW SIX IS BACK. 

TEEN== 
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19 missions, including some from the PC mission pack. Rogue Spear: Urban Operations! 
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As the grumpidy Grinch. your iTIISSlOfl is clear. 

to Slime, Stomp and Smash everything far and near. 

With Gizmos and Gadgets, a heart that’s too small 

Disrupt all in Whoville , from short Whos to tall. 

And why should your grinchity ways bring such pride? 

For that warm, fuzzy feeling it gives you inside. 

I' Dreamcast 
GAMEBOt 

Cotcfc 





CRR2Y IDERS THRT fTTRDE IT 
While the majority of oddball peripherals that have been released for the various video game 
systems over the years were completely off the wall and never accepted in the marketplace, others 
have appeared that were simply ahead of their time. Although some of the following peripherals 
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root craz 
RctivitL| pad 
Exus Corp. for Atari 2600,1987 

cosmic commander/ 
Flight commander 
Milton Bradley for Atari 2600,1983 

:::: 

The power pad 
Bandai/Nintendo for NES, 1988 



the system really is. ^ 

STRICTLY TOPICAL 

I HATE ALL OF THESE CONFOUNDED VIDEO 

GAMING MACHINES 



YOU COULD WIN! 
www.word.com 
www.crayzee.com 
www.hothothot.com 

It's Very Simple: We're Giving 
Away A Bunch of Stuff for Free 

www.heyheyhey.com 

www.whatshappenin.com 
www.carny.com 
www.ihatetheweb.com 
www.coke.com 
www2.bc.edu/~giordake/company.html 
www.cowboy.com 
www.flies.com/horrorstories.html 

E G M ' S RANDOM QUOTE 

"Who makes this goofy 
crap and thinks it's good?" 

- Crispin Boyer, when he's playing a particularly 
frustrating and bad game for review. We've all been there, man. 

ESAK LOSES TOE 
Congrats to EGM #134 Winner: 
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GRUDGE 
WARRIORS 

□■^ERUDEE WHRRIER5 
There Is no such thing as friendly fire. 
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Now on Sega Dreamcast 

With over 40 missions, a plot-driven campaign 

mode and 8 player hot-seat, Heroes of Might and Magic III sets 

the stage for epic conquest on Sega Dreamcast'". Restore the Royal 

Family's rightful reign after the King's treacherous murder. Forge 

an army from 16 Hero types and over 100 unique combat 

units. Then command them against hordes of living and 

undead creatures as you master sword and spell. 

' Dreamcast™ 3DO UEJ 
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The ScreenBeat SOUND STATION is the MUST HAV audio add 
on for the serious gamer, and comes with connecting cables for all 

PlayStations, Dreamcast and Multimedia PCs. You can also connect it 
up to your personal cassette, portable CD and MP3 player, 
giving you a true sG©c©© eewdl sysD®qd anywhere 

vou want. 



In The Demotxls I Iand 
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TAKING HELL TO THE NEXT LEVEL. 

: • . Fjfer ; ^ 

IB (tgi'Dreamcast- CAPCOM «!= « 
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s a child you visited your Grandfather's ranch when vacation plans fell 
, through. Return to the farm that holds fond childhood memories and rejuve- 
e it's long neglected fields. Tend to your livestock and interact with over 50 
iracters as you struggle to make a life for yourself home on the range. 

like The Tomato Festival, Chicken 

Serious Funr 

mrsuME 





Thispjie 'IJjnake me famous! 

Sure you can make them eat your dust...but can you make them TASTE it?' 

Wild Wild Racing is a classic arcade-style off road racing game that has been 

designed to take advantage of the ground-breaking PlayStation®2 computer 

entertainment system technology. Drivers race through spectacular landscapes 

and diverse environments, facing unique challenges and extreme stunts. 

Complex real-time physics, huge tracks and upgradeable cars add to the 

excitement of single player or head-to-head action in the first off-road racing 

game to launch with the PlayStation®2. 

PlayStation^ 
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SILENT SCOPE IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
PLAYSTATION 2 AND DREAMCAST, 
COMPLETE WITH AN ON-SCREEN TARGETI 
SYSTEM, MAGNIFIABLE SCOPS^JLTIPLE 
BRANCHING PATHS AND DETAILED GRAPHII 
DRAWN STRAIGHT FROM THE ARC‘ADE*!» 
ORIGINAL. AND YES, THE PRESIDENT IS mS 
STILL BEING HELD HOSTAGE. YOU’RE 
THE SNIPER WHO’S SENT TO SAVE HIM. 
ALL YOU’LL NEE|JVa STEADY HAND, 
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On Sale October 26! 
Buy it with your PlayStation^ computer entertainment system! 

* Play as one of 9 legendary warriors 
battling on foot and horseback! L Witness extraor 

x§f>i. 
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Review Archive 

EGM’s Last 206 Reviews 
From EGM #129 -136 

Solid, Colorful Graphics 





Enter a world of intense magic and 

thunderous battles - 

where your survival 

& is determined by collecting 

powerful artifacts and fashioning them to 

your armor and weaponry. Two complete wipe out enemies 

gygl adventures await Darius and Sharline - 

HMPIL” , ’ J heroes who must /jS 

face an evil reborn. I 

hero and discover SII^EllsE 

unique characters and monsters for Challan9m1hTbftt!Tndree,ure^ Heach adventurer. Master the art of 

arming yourself with items of 

incredible might IHHIHHIl 

and untold 

^JileMingeffScL0 magical abilities to I 

thwart the powers of darkness that have 

swept into your once peaceful land. DM'%ll™ZZyWhe,° 



To Achieve Grace 
PlayStation^ 

• Customize every element of 

weaponry, armor, and clothing to 

strengthen your character. 

• Certain combinations of armor and 
clothing unlock hidden magical 

abilities and powers. 

• Two independent characters to play 

- each with their own storylines, 

goals, and discoveries. 

• Epic RPG storyline with all the 
action needed for a legendary quest. 

agetec 

© 2000 From Software, Inc. From Software and the From Software logo are trademarks of From Software, Inc. 
All rights reserved. Agetec, the Agetec logo, EverGrace and the EverGrace logo, are trademarks of Agetec, Inc. 

PlayStation and the “PS” Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 
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Online Console Gaming is Here! 
Are you ready to serue up 

a big, steaming helping of 

humiliation to an opponent 

you’ve never even seen? 

Yes, there’s something about 

the thrill of wiping the floor 

with a total stranger that 

makes the day seem brighter 

and the birds sing just a little 

then get online and kick some 

serious bun! Sega is the first 

sole gaming. As if that wasn't 

enough innovation, there’s 

SegaNet, the first ever dedi¬ 

cated gaming isi^vhich lets 

you dole out the damage in 

low-latency peace. Check out 

just some of the ways you can 

online and off. 

Prepare yourself for the ultimate 

online gaming experience. 



The eternal battle—Which is better, PC 
gaming or console gaming? Now, the bat- 

theSega Dreamcast. In another first for 
the videogame industry, Quake III Arena is 
the first game to allow multiDlaver 
real-time networked gaming between 
Sega Dreamcast and PC players. 
Featuring new arenas and a redesigned 
user interface, Quake 111 Arena pits players 
against each other in an action-packed, 
free-for-all environment. Prowling through 
hallways and courtyards in gothic arenas 
and futuristic spacescapes, players will 
have endless options on and offline to 
keep them in the game. 

Forget what you learned in gym class, it’s 
about a bag of chips, a phone cord, and a 
copy of “Sega Sports NBA 2K1.” “Sega 
Sports NFL 2K1” proved to gamers that 
the only way to play sports games is on 
the Internet. Now “Sega Sports NBA 2K1" 
follows suit, allowing gamers to taunt, chat, 
and play their friends or foes across the 
country in real time using their own ISP or 
SegaNet. Featuring improved Al, street courts, 
crisper animation, more lines of commen¬ 
tary, added moves, and the new Franchise 
Mode where players can draft rookies and 
make trades to create the ultimate team, 
“Sega Sports NBA 2K1” offers the most 
realistic basketball sim ever created. 

The process is simple and easy. Plug in your Dreamcast, 
plug in the phone cord, sign up for SegaNet, and let the 
online games begin. You can register with your PC via 
www.sega.com or through the Dreamcast console using the la 

badly as if you were actually being leveled 

it’s your pride that hurts and not your 
body. The sequel to the breakthrough 
sports title of 1999 and the first online 
multiplayer game, “Sega Sports NFL 2K1” 
once again revolutionizes the sports game 
genre by moving the playing field online 
and allowing players to compete over the 
Internet via Sega Dreamcast. A Whole 
dew level of competition has emerged 
with online console gaming as the pool 
of opponents has dramatically increased. 
“Sega Sports NFL 2K1” continues to rede¬ 
fine superior gameplay with new features, 
including an advanced running game, a 

Mode that allows gamers to manage their 

offline, “Sega |ports NFL 2K1” delivers 
endless houif bf gameplay. You may never 

ET 

If you decide to sign up for 18 months on SegaNet for $21.95 per month, you will get If you have questions regarding SegaNet, 
a check .for$i50-the cost of the Dreamcast hardware-and a free keyboard. check out the Web site atWWW.sega.net 
_ orcalll.866.SEBA.NET. 
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ARMS OF 
FROM YOUR BflNES. YOU, HOWEVER, 

Lliin'k you’re having a bad day? Try waking up from a 3000 year nap to find meddling humans 

pillaging your crypt. Resurrecting the hit movie, The Mummy brings tbe horror of death back 

to life. And as the hero, it’s your duty to fight any scarabs, spirits and undead you meet while 

exploring the uncharted tombs of the pyramid. Sure, you’ll be loaded with weapons and special 

moves. But beware. After sleeping that long, it just might be his morning breath that kills you. 
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Who Said 
FAj jtasies 
Had to Be 

Final? 
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CHAINSAWS, BOOMSTICKS, 

AND DEADITES, OH MY! 

SLICE AND DICE THE UNDEAD 

WITH A WEAPON IN EACH HAND. 

FIGHT EVIL ACROSS THE SPANS OF TIME: FROM THE 

INFAMOUS CABIN TO ANCIENT DAMASCUS. 

BEST OF ALL... 

BRUCE CAMPBELL AS ASH! 

IfiJ/ ( 
l 

® Dreamcast, 







We’ll let vou in on all of them. 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
gives readers the latest news, 
game reviews, and tips about the 
hottest new games for the leading 
video game systems. 

Don’t miss out on the exciting 
issues coming up! 

Detach and mail back the order 
form or call us at: 

1-800-779-1174 



Technology is all around you. 

Investing ( Reviews I Electronics i GameSpot i Tech Life I Dov 

Your beeper beeps. Your PDA chimes. You can make a quick call wherever you are. Yup. technology 
is an integral part of everyday life. That’s why ZDNet has all the product reviews to help you find 
the latest gadget. In fact. ZDNet was named "Best Overall Online Site ” by the Computer 
Press Association. However technology touches your life. ZDNet's Reviews Channel 
has something for you. Because ZDNet is where technology takes you.™ 

www.zdnet.com 
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J I Sometimes help comes out of nowhere 
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whatever you’re going through, wha 







ESRB Rating System: www.esrb.com 

EARLY CHILDHOOD RATING: Deemed Suitable For Children 3 

Or Older. Products Carrying This Label Have Absolutely No 

Material That Would Be Considered Inappropriate By Parents. 

EVERYONE RATING: The E Replaced The Previous K-A Rating 

Last Year. Suitable For Kids Ages 6 And Up, E-Rated Games 

May Contain Minimal Violence Or Crude Language. 

TEEN RATING: Contains Suggestive Themes, Mild Or 

Strong Language And Animated Violence. Some Parents 

May Want To Supervise Children Playing T-Rated Games. 

MATURE RATING: These Games Contain More Adult Themes, 

Such As Blood And Gore, Stronger Language And Sexual 

Themes. Deemed Not Suitable For Those Under 17. 

TkT ADULTS ONLY RATING: The Extreme Of The Ratings, Suitable For 

■ Adults Pat*s Sexual Themes And Extreme Violence. 

' Console Manufacturers Have Yet To Allow An AO-Rated Game. 

^ ZIFF DAVIS 
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PlayStation oec.2000 g^ggs Dec.2000 

Demo Disc 
Piayahles 
• Disney's The Emperor's 

New Groove 
• Madden NFL 2001 

• MTV Snorts: Pure Ride 
• Star Wars Demolition 

Crash Bash Tony Hawk 2 

’ Huge Final Fantasy IX 
Walk-through 
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CAREY 
”HaRt Attack" 
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Bog ”W Dave 
RyAH "MjRAcLe Boy 
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YqU THINK y ou C^1 
&0 bIGGERtHamtHis Bi 

^EAH.RIQH| 

With a combined total of 41 X Games and Gravity Games medals, you think you'd have no chance in hell 
of ever going bigger than this crew. That’s where you're wrong and InterAct is going 

to help you get there. And the payoff is oh, so sweet. When you purchase InterAct, GameShark 
and Performance brand videogame accessories now through the end of February 2001, InterAct 

will give you chances to win posters, skateboards, snowboards, BMX and motorcross bikes, 
big ticket electronics and some killer trips. Those chances will come every day, every week, and 

every month through February 2001. It's simple. Buy products. Earn points. Win. 
What are you waiting for? A personal invite from Dave Mirra? 

Check out GoBigWinBig.com for official rules and instructions. 



Bigger, 

Smarter. 

And Right 

Behind You. 



Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.refromags.com 

i profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
available from the Publishers themselves. 

filing releases from 
iem and do let us know. 


